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The Curling Chip

May, 2017

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 585007-7473

The Flickertail Woodcarving Club is moving into
the summer season so checkout the summer
schedule on the new calender page. Following
immediately after the calender is the Fall Show
schedule with the application form for this years
carving and noncarving events. Classes fill up fast
so get your application in as soon as possible.
Note: The month of June will be included in the
July – August issue.
Tom Turck compiled and edited the newsletter and wrote the Jan Jensen interview,
whereas, Diane Lehman Turck wrote most of the Whittle In articles and took
photos. In addition Eric Gaasland, Doug Emerson and Dale Heglund contributed
writing and photographs for this newsletter. For questions or future articles send
your info to Tom/Diane Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net. Good Carving! Newsletter
Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress - https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwood/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the
North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state
legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts. They are also
supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council and Montana
Dakota Resources Group.

************************************
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48th Annual Flickertail Woodcarvers Show
October 14 & 15, 2017
Bismarck Public Schools Career Academy, Bismarck, ND

The Flickertail Woodcarvers invite all woodcarvers to participate in a fun filled
weekend consisting of learning, sharing, and camaraderie. We have put together a
program consisting of carver and non-carver workshops, woodcarving
demonstrations, wood and carving vendors, and exhibition of carvings by the show
participants.

The 48th Annual Flickertail Woodcarvers Show will be held at the Bismarck Public
Schools’ Career Academy, which is located on the east side of Bismarck State
College campus. The Career Academy will provide tables and chairs. Bring your
own tablecloth. A table will be available for selling carving related items.

The Flickertail Woodcarvers refund policy is:
 If you withdraw before August 14, you will receive 100% of your fees
refunded.
 If you withdraw after August 14 and before September 28, you will
receive 50% of your fees refunded.
 If you withdraw September 28 or later, you will not receive any refunds.
Early departures are discouraged unless prearranged. A block of rooms has been
set-aside at Comfort Inn, 1030 E. Interstate Ave. (701-223-1911). Mention
Flickertail Woodcarvers to receive the special rate of $77.00 single and $87.00
double, (both have queen size beds). The room includes breakfast and a free drink
in the bar each day. You must book these rooms by September 26. For additional
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information contact Bob Pedigo at 701-258-0702 or email bkpedigo@bektel.com
or write to 9130 Sycamore Lane, Bismarck, ND 58504.

A potluck will be held Friday October 13 from 5:00 to 9:00 pm at the Comfort Inn,
room E. Everyone is invited for a fun time and great food. If you have any
questions, please contact Bonnie Cook (220-5076) or Karen Pedigo (258-0702).
AGENDA:
Saturday, October 14
Setup: 7:30 – 11:15 AM
Workshops: 8:00 – 11:15 AM
Lunch: 11:15 – 12:15 (cost included in registration fee)
Exhibits: 12:15-4:30 PM, open to the public
Social Hour: 5:30 – 6:00 PM (Radisson Hotel)
Dinner: 6:00 PM (Radisson Hotel, cost included in registration fee)
Josh Guge will be the banquet guest speaker
Carving exchange

Sunday, October 15
Workshops: 8:00 – 11:15 AM
Lunch: 11:15 – 12:15 (cost included in registration fee)
Exhibits: 12:15-4:00 PM, open to the public
Raffle Drawing: 3:30 PM
Josh Guge – Habitat class information: Cost of Josh’s class is $130. The class
will meet at Trinity Lutheran Church Thursday and Friday October 12 & 13 from
8:30 AM to 5:00 PM and at the Career Academy Saturday and Sunday October 14
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& 15 from 8:30 to 11:15 AM. Josh will teach the intricacies of creating a realistic
environment for whatever subjects you are carving. You will complete several
habitat items. See Tool list at http://gugeinstitute.com/classes/habitat/ If you do not
have some of the tools, purchase only those that you think you would like to have.
Josh will have few extra tools to use. He will also have some extra material and
tools for sale. Class cost includes fee for the materials that Josh provides.

Joshua Guge Profile “At the age of thirteen Joshua started his art career by selling
his sculptures to art galleries. By the age of seventeen he was competing in
numerous art competitions around the country where he won many “best of show”
honors. In 2000, Joshua worked on a series of cast reproductions for the Danbury
Mint. After graduating from Judson University in 2002 with a Bachelor’s Degree
in Visual Communications, he began his own wood sculpting company Guge Art,
Inc. He has also taught art at Westminster Christian School in Elgin, Illinois. Josh
continues to teach children and adults in his studio, surrounding communities and
around the country.

In 2004, Josh and Bob Guge became co-founders of The Guge Institute and Art
Studio located in Elgin, Illinois. Classes include painting, carving, sculpting,
drawing, airbrush, design and more. Josh achieved one of his lifelong dreams in
2009, by becoming a World Champion sculptor. He won world titles in both the
life-size and miniature divisions at the World Fish Carving Championships. In
2011, Josh became a three-time World Champion sculptor by winning “Best in
World” Life-size Category at the World Fish Carving Championship.
His sculptures range from primitive decoys to highly detailed realistic depictions
and feature a variety of diverse wildlife, but his passion is for depicting tropical
ocean fish in their habitat. With this form of art, there came an intense love not
only for creating; but also a lifetime of studying the natural world. Like his father
Bob, he has the desire to pass this art form on to others. The past decade of his life,
he has taught hundreds of students all over the country from youth to seniors. Josh
wants to expose this unique art form to as many people as possible, giving others
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the

opportunity

that

he

was

fortunate

enough

to

grow

up

with.”

http://gugeinstitute.com/about/

Vince Bitz—Horse head carving class information: The cost of Vince’s class is
$23. The class will meet at the Career Academy Saturday and Sunday from 8:30
to 11:15 AM. The horse head will be carved out of Butternut wood. Basic carving
knives and palm gouges will be used. The cost of the class includes the cost of
cutouts. An example of the project is shown below.

Non-Carving Project – Weaving: The cost of the weaving class is $5. The class
will meet at the Career Academy Saturday October 14 from 8:30 to 11:15 AM. The
history of weaving in cultures around the world fascinates both archeologists and
artists and has grown in popularity in recent years. Many craft magazines regularly
feature weaving projects.
Deb Emerson will lead the class in weaving. The purpose of this class is to help
participants gain a basic knowledge of loom weaving and to encourage a continued
interest in the art of weaving. Using easy techniques and a small cardboard loom,
you will create a small piece that could be used as a coaster or decoration. These
basic weaving techniques can be applied to larger board looms and larger projects.
Participants will need to bring their own pencil, ruler, and small scissors. Cost of
the weaving kit is $2.00 payable to Deb Emerson. Example of the project is shown
in below.
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Non-Carving Project – Fabric Flowers: The cost of the fabric flowers project
class is $5. The class will meet at the Career Academy Sunday October 15 from
8:30 to 11:15 AM.
Gynnel Torgeson will lead a class in making fabric flowers. Tea light will be used
to burn edges of these fabric flowers. The flowers can be used on a sun hat,
garment, etc. Gynnel had one last year on her jacket, but wait till you see her pink
hat! You should bring a pair of fabric cutting scissors, but all other items will be
provided in a kit of materials. Approximate kit cost will be $7.00 payable to the
instructor.
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48th Annual Flickertail Woodcarvers Show
October 14 & 15, 2017
Career Academy, Bismarck, ND

Name: ______________________ Spouse: __________________________

Street: ______________________ City: ____________________________

State: _______________________ Zip ______________________________

Phone: ______________________ Email: ___________________________

Please complete the following by writing the amount for the events you plan to
participate in. Note that the class size is limited to 12 and classes are filled in order
of reception date. Flickertail Woodcarver members are given priority over
nonmembers, and show participants are given priority over nonparticipants.
Material fees are to be paid to the instructor. NOTE: When you receive the
newsletter, you may email or call Bob Pedigo with your intent to take the
class. You then have seven days to remit the class fee and show registration.

Josh Guge, Habitat class, Oct. 12-15 ......................... $130.00 ____________
Vince Bitz, Horse head class, Oct 14-15 ..................... $23.00 ___________
Non-carving class, weaving, Oct 14 .............................. $5.00 ___________
Non-carving class, Fabric Flowers, Oct 15.................... $5.00 ___________
Carvers Registration fee: includes two noon meals,
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banquet and a table ....................................................... $45.00 ___________
Carvers Registration fee: table only, no meals ............ $10.00 ___________
Banquet Only: Saturday evening ................................. $27.00 ___________
Non-carving Registration fee: includes all meals ........ $45.00 ___________

Total ........................................................................................ ____________

 Electricity will be available. Please bring an extension cord. Please circle if
you want electricity:
YES
NO
 Drop cloth is not needed for carving.
 You are allowed to sell your carving at the show. If you sell a carving, we
request that you replace it with another carving.
 There will be a carving exchange during the Saturday banquet.
____________________________________________________________

Return the completed registration form to Bob Pedigo with a check made out to the
Flickertail Woodcarvers by September 24.

Bob Pedigo
9130 Sycamore Ln.,
Bismarck, ND 58504

701-258-0702
bkpedigo@bektel.com

************************************
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Spring Class May 5-7, 2017
(and Whittle-In)
Last year Doug Emerson lent the Flickertails his garage for the Spring Class. This
year Bob Pedigo hosted the class. Recently Bob had his garage floor sealed and it
has confetti of colorful chips that function such as anti-skid for cars and other
things to help preserve the floor. It added a little extra gloss and pizzazz. The room
is extra wide and extra deep, enough space to park cars and work on cars or other
projects, as well as a long work bench with a back board of numerous tools.

Part of the classroom set-up in Bob’s garage
The class was set up in a horseshoe with two long tables on each side connected by
another table at the bottom, enough to seat all 12 students with space to work. The
horseshoe opened out toward the house and between the house and opening two
other tables were set up to display Jan’s traditional chip carved art. Jan had driven
from Eau Claire, WI, which is a good 10 hours away, so she had brought a friend,
Char. Not only are they in the same woodcarving group, but Char’s husband, Kim,
made a number of the uncarved boxes, trivets, napkin holders etc. that Jan brought
for our projects. We could get an idea regarding the designs available and how
much work or expertise each project would involve by looking at the tables of
completed work. It was easy to get lost looking at the amazing work. Eventually,
each of us chose a project piece. Jan makes sure the wood, usually basswood or
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sometimes butternut, is smooth, often using sandpaper to achieve that, and at least
¼ inch thick. Once she removes any sanding dust, she wipes on a coat of poly.
We each sanded and wiped on poly so we would be ready to proceed.

Some of Jan’s boxes and finished pieces
First, though, while the poly was drying, Jan gave us each a practice sheet of
triangles which we attached to basswood with rubber cement, and followed
instructions on how to make the cuts. With this method of chip carving, you use a
dot in one corner as a guide. We also learned the importance of cutting with the
grain. Some of us ended up learning this more than once over the weekend.
Although it doesn’t appear difficult, making a clean cut without a bit of debris in
the corners is challenging at first. In addition if you are cutting back-to-back
triangles, the idea is to create a sharp ridge between the two. Once the pattern is
begun, you should be able to cut the grid lines and continue without the paper.
That, too, takes practice.
With the choice of a trivet, box or other project, you also chose a pattern to carve
on it. Jan has developed quite a file of different patterns for each project and one
new, quite, lovely pattern that Char was chip carving was chosen by a number of
carvers. Most of us chose a trivet or box for our first project. Jan had brought a
number of napkin holders, which students in other classes have often completed
first, and she wondered at our neglect of them. By the end of the weekend, though,
almost all of the project pieces including the napkin holders had been bought, and
there were no snowflake ornaments or trivets remaining. Indeed, even some of the
crosses, which seemed one of the more complex undertakings, were sold.
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A sample of snowflake ornaments
The weekend went quickly. Most of us spent a large part of the Friday practicing,
but almost all of us had started our projects by the end of the day. You couldn’t
have asked for a better environment. There were lots of treats for breaks, when the
weather was good the garage doors could be opened to let in fresh air, the Pedigos
have a little cat that is as friendly as can be, and the flowers and weeping willow in
the yard were wonderful to visit during lunch. More importantly, Jan and Char
were always available with advice and assistance whenever needed.

Jan and Alvin discussing a finer point of his carving
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Donna and Char working together
Although lengthy periods when quiet working occurred, there were as many times
when the group sounded like a bunch of kids at recess. Ron and Troy were chief
among the instigators of mayhem. Of course, the rest of us didn’t hesitate to join
in. Alvin had taken classes previously from Jan, and was working on a larger,
more complex box. Troy and Marlene caught on almost immediately to the
technique, finishing and working on more complex projects as the weekend
progressed. The rest of the class may not have advanced as quickly, but we clearly
improved and the projects we were making showed our development. Not only did
we learn the basics, but the creativity and individual style of some of the carvers
working on their second and third carvings was evident.

Serious carving being done
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A more laid-back style of chipping
Because Saturday morning would have been our normal Whittle-In and monthly
meeting, it seemed a good idea to have everyone come and see the class at work,
and have the meeting at Bob’s garage. A number of people came and enjoyed
visiting, walking around, seeing Jan’s crafts and what we were doing. In addition,
Dale and Eric G talked about some old and new magazines that Eric had with him.
And Tom interviewed Jan for the newsletter. The meeting, though, would have
been too disruptive and it wasn’t held.

Cliff checking out the class; Vince talking with Jan
However, some interesting items should be mentioned. The banner flag had been
purchased. Doug E and Bob P stood it up in the wind at the entrance to Bob’s
driveway to help people find his house.
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Our new Banner Flag
Larry made a beautiful little broach or clip shaped like a turtle out of polished
caragana wood. Caragana grows in North Dakota mostly as a windbreak tree or
shrub. It is a cold and drought resistant legume. Originally from areas around
Siberia, Manchuria and Kazakhstan, it entered the states with Eurasian pioneers.
While Wisconsin is cold, windbreaks are not common, and neither Jan nor Char
had seen caragana. Some of the class went on a hike to see the trees in the next
road over during the afternoon. Larry said the wood can be a variety of colors.

Larry’s caragana sea turtle

A well made dragonfly
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Jan had a few things as well. One of them was a pin she made a few years after
she started carving. It is a dragonfly with almost iridescent wings. It looks quite
fragile, but is at least a bit stronger than it appears to have remained intact for over
10 years.
Given the Flickertail history with Dala carvings, it was fun to see that Jan had a
Dala horse. It is carved and decorated in the 19th century style rather than the more
colorful national souvenir style found frequently today.

Jan’s Dala Horse framed by a trivet and box
We had enough to keep us busy most of the time. Even on Sunday, Jan showed us
how to complete the serrated edges along the snowflake ornaments and the cross.
She told us how to get the crushed stone to make the ornaments more festive. And,
of course, not all of the decoration is chip carving. There are floral embellishments
on some pieces, for instance, and stars on others. Jan uses alphabet letters to
personalize the center of boxes. In addition, the framing wood on the trivets or
some of the boxes is not basswood, such as the trivet in the above picture, and adds
a pleasing contrast.
Jan Jensen Interview: Even as a child, Jan Jenson always liked wood and working
with her hands. Her profession was as a home economics teacher for 25 years.
Jan’s first experience with woodcarving happened at a California woodcarving
show in 1986. Later in 2002, Jenson attended a wood carving class at a RV Park in
Texas. Really enjoying the experience, she continued to carve as a creative outlet
to relax and be challenged. However later Jan began to feel something was missing
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by just copying other people’s work and wanted to do something unique and
different.
An epiphany happened at a Rio Grande Woodcarving show when Jan came upon a
display of Old World style chip carving. At first, using only graph paper, she began
to experiment and draw new patterns by hand and then started teaching classes. Jan
never saved any of her patterns until a carving student asked for a copy of a
particular one. Suddenly realizing what she had been throwing away. Jenson now
uses corel draw and saves everything.
Over the years, she has seen an evolution in her carving. Her favorite carving is
usually the most recent finished, but is particularly proud of the one on the cover of
her book. Jan says there are great people in the carving world and by teaching
carving classes she meets a lot them. In addition to teaching carving, Jan is a
worldwide tour manager.
The class had an excellent time and we learned a different carving technique both
interesting and wonderful to see. Flickertails were fortunate to have both Jan teach
us and that her friend Char to help out. Our club is lucky to have such generous
members. Bob and Karen lent us their garage, Doug E and Perry helped with the
set-up and Warren and
Michail opened their
home to our guests from
Wisconsin. It sounds
like they had some
entertaining card games.
Many people brought
delicious treats. Karen
even made brownies on
Sunday so we didn’t run
out ahead of time.

The Class Picture!

************************************
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Non-Meeting Notes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
May, 2017
Class Events:

Sign-Up for Classes at the October Flickertail Woodcarver’s Show is at
the Beginning of the Newsletter.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: Anyone wanting to donate items to the raffle for
October’s Show please contact Donna or Eric G.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month. Some
of the carvers participating are Ron Holtz, Larry Graf and Doug Emerson. Coming
dates are July 6th and 20th, August 3rd and 17th, and September 7th.
Buckstop Junction: A new committee, currently with Mike K and Dale, is being
formed to direct the focus of the exhibits at Buckstop Junction. We have new
display cases, and are thinking of a gallery of present and past carvers. It needs
assistance and carvings.
Banner Flag: Purchased and first used at the Spring Chip Carving Class.
Our Web Site: Our website was hacked, and is no longer up. Everything is on
Facebook, though, and anyone can use it without having a Facebook account.
Property: There are usually five tool sets available for new students to purchase
at a cost of $110. In addition, there are T-shirts and hats with Flickertail logos for
sale.
Summer Happenings: Announcements at the End of the Newsletter detail:
1) Summer Whittle-Ins/Pot Lucks at Sertoma Park (Starting Tuesday)
2) Wahpeton carving Weekend
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3) Cross Ranch demonstration July 29th with pot luck dinner and camping
overnight
4) Capital A’Fair demonstrations August 5th and 6th.
5) Corn Feed at Buckstop Junction August 20th.
6) Inquiries

************************************
May 16th, Whittle-In
As the saying goes, “it was déjà vu all over again.” Last May we were locked out
of the church for our Tuesday evening meeting. School activities are mostly over
by mid-May, so the school and church groups of children normally running around
to get to their rooms upstairs when we arrive weren’t coming. Whoever opens the
doors must have thought no one is using the church, and this year we are again
locked out. Other things mimic last year’s lockout. The weather is mild, pleasant.
And Warren has the project. Like last year we all troop down to the picnic table
and benches around the cement pond, which hasn’t quite been cleaned for summer
yet.

A comfortable carving spot in front of the pond
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Many of the members attending
were here last year as well, but
there is some variation. Last year
the third Tuesday fell on a
Norwegian holiday and Mike
brought candy from Norway for
everyone to celebrate. A year ago
Warren brought a cute little
alligator for us to carve. He had
the blanks all marked and we even
added more xes to help figure
where to cut.
Warren discerning how to explain the elf’s facial features

Once they were complete, the
friendly looking little green guys
would look like clones of each
other. The project this year,
while having complexity, and
requiring finesse, is a bit less of a
challenge. It still needed Warren
to be everywhere at once showing
people where to cut or suggesting
ideas for eyes or beard or nose.
Some of Warren’s finished shelf people
However, being caricatures, many of the shelf elves began to have individual
personalities by the end of class. Both years it seemed easier to get group
instruction out on the lawn, maybe because it’s easier to move around.
Warren’s shelf elf uses his hat to balance on the shelf, with his face both on and off
the front of the shelf, and his long beard bracing the carving down the side of the
shelf. Another version Warren had was a Native American whose hair lay on top
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of the shelf, and his braids and breast plate hung down the side of the shelf. The
feather in his hair is removable and made separately. Focal points on the elf’s face
are the nose, the mustache and the beard.

Donna’s face and beard taking shape

Troy’s elf has an imperious expression
Marlene took more care of the mouth
than most of us,
Noelle brought her friend Dana. She seemed to be catching onto carving pretty
quickly and they were both having fun. One of the best parts of working outside is
the cleanup is practically non-existent.

Donna (L) sitting next to Dana and Noelle (R)
at the start of the Whittle-In
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Several people talked about the class Jan Jenson taught and had finished some of
the projects they had started. Troy had a cross ornament for Show and Tell that
used some regular chip carving, a punctuate pattern behind it and shallow gouging
along the edges to create a lovely design.

Troy’s cross

A replica of Luna Lovegood’s magic wand

Eileen has created the wand that Luna Lovegood uses in the Harry Potter books.
She found out the type of wood, length and other details to make it as accurate as
possible. She wants to make a copy of Hermione’s as well, which is a lot more
intricate.

************************************
Summer Happenings

************************************
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Monthly Summer Whittle-Ins at Sertoma Park

Come One; Come All
Location: Sertoma Park Shelter #4
Dates: The third Tuesday of the month = June 20, July 18, and August 15
Time: Around 5pm-8pm: Come when you can, leave when you have to go.
Food: Bring a dish for pot-luck. Most of the time there is superb grilled meat, but
there are enough side dishes, salads and desserts that no one will go hungry if meat
isn’t available. If you haven’t food (no time or forgot), just come. There should be
plenty to share.
Drink: Bring your own. It is a public park, so no alcohol, and no glass drinking
bottles. Still, have you walked down the grocery store drink aisles lately? There
are a lot of adventurous sounding fluids to try.
Projects: Bring something you want to work on. It can be carving, painting, or
other activities like sewing, beading etc. There will be woodcarvers to help
visitors who want to learn to carve, as well. If you’re between projects, you can
always pull out one from that 1/2 finished pile that everyone has, or carve a heart
or two for the Cancer Center.
Requirements: Bring yourself. Bring your wife, husband and/or friend. Everyone
is welcome. Come to relax and have fun. Laugh, converse with friends, eat, do
some carving or crafting, learn a little, even play on the nearby swings.

************************************
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Wahpeton Carving Weekend
June 23-25
Just a reminder that the annual Wahpeton Carving Weekend sponsored by MinDak woodcarving at North Dakota State College of Science located at 4352
Coventry Drive South, in Fargo is this weekend.
The classes look interesting, so don’t forget to go if you’ve signed up. If you’ve
forgotten it was this weekend, and you can go, check and see if there is something
you can still register to learn.

************************************
Cross Ranch Demonstrations
Saturday, July 29th
Doug Emerson who is the lead for this community activity sent this information:
Last year the Flickertail Woodcarvers held our first Cross Ranch State Park
carving demonstration. Four members and their spouses camped for the weekend
and several others came just for Saturday. We carved and displayed in front of the
Visitor’s Center. Time passed quickly due to good public interest and
participation. After carving, we had a potluck supper which included even those
who came just for the day. With lots of conversation during the demonstration,
and relaxing with wonderful meal afterwards, everyone had a great time.
This year we are again planning a public event at the Cross Ranch State Park on
Saturday, July 29. This day was picked because it is the 6th annual "Bluegrass
goes PINK Day" at Cross Ranch State Park. More people are expected to be there
with several activities promoting cancer awareness, a 5k run/walk at 9am and the
Cottonwood Bluegrass band will have a concert at 7pm. Clara Yonker's
stepdaughter plays in the band.
If you are interested in camping that weekend, it would be best to make campsite
reservation soon. Campsites are expected to fill quickly. And if you can only
come for Saturday, we will be carving at the visitor center from 1 to 4. Tables and
chairs will be provided. Bring a few carvings to display and something to carve
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(maybe some Memory Hearts). We will have a potluck at one of the campsites
around 5pm. Any questions, contact Doug Emerson at 701-425-8226.

************************************
Capital A’Fair
Weekend of August 5th and 6th
One of the most reliable summer events in Bismarck is the Capital A’Fair. Bob
Pedigo will be the coordinator for us this year. It is enjoyable and sort of
reassuring to see many of the same booths around the oval drive of the capital
every year. While a lot of the venders have the same arts and crafts for sale as
previous years, many also try to add something a little different. Some years one
new thing will make a big splash, like the year large crystals shaped as water drops
hung at the mouths of crafted old fashioned water pumps.
For the Flickertails, the great thing last year and the year before has been the
number of new people who have been attracted to our club by visiting with our
members in the booth. That is completely gratifying. We aren’t there to sell our
carvings, we are there to explain to anyone stopping by how we fit into the
community, and how carving is indeed a satisfying hobby especially with a
membership like ours that are helpful and generous.
The Flickertails are very fortunate that we have experienced members and
members newer to carving. But our most important asset is the giving and friendly
manner that exists in the club. We know we can continue that tradition into the
future.

************************************

Buckstop Junction Cornfeed
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Sunday, August 20th
While it is about 2 months away, summer goes rapidly and before you know it, the
Cornfeed will be just around the corner. Because The Flickertail Woodcarvers are
one of the newest organizations to take advantage of Buckstop Junction as a venue
for the public to see our displays and learn what our club does as members and for
the community, the Cornfeed is important for us. Mike Knudson who has
spearheaded our liaison with Buckstop will be our coordinator.
While we have engaging and fun outdoor Whittle-Ins at Sertoma Park during the
summer, we don’t have monthly meetings to jog our memories about upcoming
events. We will have e-mails, of course, and Eric will keep us apprised of the
Flickertail world on Facebook. Please consider this one more reminder.

************************************
Inquiries
Dale has received a couple of inquiries for information in the last weeks, near the
interface of April and May.
The first was someone wanting to know about the chainsaw eagle at the edge of
Carson. It turns out that Vince got a commission to carve it and apparently place it
by the Carson sign many years ago. There are some photos of it in the Flickertail
Facebook, so check it out. Vince’s hair seems a few shades darker than it is now.
Anything else I can add in the next newsletter.
The second issue concerns the grandchildren of the family of Martin Schroedle.
He was a wood carver in this area in the past, and they are interested in locating
any of the pieces he created. If anyone knows of either carvings or information
relating to the gentleman, please contact Dale, the Facebook page (Eric G), Doug
E, or us at the newsletter. Thanks

